New subsets in the April 2017 release

Published January 2017
Generic requirements

- Person phenotypic sex findings
- Default exclusion filter

Emergency care

- Emergency admission procedures
- Emergency care arrival mode
- Emergency care attendance source
- Emergency care diagnosis qualifier
- Emergency care discharge destination
- Emergency care discharge status
- Emergency care injury activity status
- Emergency care source of attendance findings
- Emergency care usual residence type
- Level of emergency care procedures
- Mental Health Act legal status findings

End of life care

- Actual Place of Death findings

Diagnosis (supporting specific services)

- Dementia diagnosis

Physiotherapy

- Activity of daily living related to physical function findings
- Dermatome sensation findings
- Functional exercise procedures
- Measured range of physiological joint movements observables (excluding spine)
- Measured range of physiological spine movement observables
- Muscle strength findings
- Musculoskeletal reflex findings
- Neurodynamic assessment findings
- Observation of Gait findings
- Observations of phases of gait findings

Occupational therapy

- Occupational therapy findings

Pathology

- Pathology bounded code list observables
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Podiatry
- Podiatric assessment observables
- Podiatric assessment procedures
- Podiatric assessment scales
- Podiatric goals
- Podiatric health issues
- Podiatric minor surgical interventions
- Podiatric surgery procedures
- Podiatric therapeutic interventions

Speech and language therapy
- Speech and language diagnosis
- Therapy Outcome Measure activity scale observables
- Therapy Outcome Measure assessment procedures
- Therapy Outcome Measure assessment scales
- Therapy Outcome Measure carer wellbeing scale observables
- Therapy Outcome Measure impairment scale observables
- Therapy Outcome Measure participation scale observables
- Therapy Outcome Measure wellbeing scale observables

There is a new area within TRUD which has been designed for convenient access to published subsets with their principal descriptions. It re-presents the formal subset/refset concept tables in a format which is both:

**Accessible** – terminology users do not have to download and deploy the entire UK Edition nor spend time trying to use unfamiliar browser functions

**Readable** – subsets are provided in a familiar ‘Excel spreadsheet’ format with the UK Preferred Terms seen in health systems by users.

Within the SNOMED CT Subsets area of TRUD there are also Unpublished SNOMED CT Subsets within the In Development pack. These subsets are NOT yet currently available in the main release, but may be made available once their utility and fitness for purpose has been demonstrated. The subsets which will be in this area for the new release will be:

- Diagnosis level of certainty
- Discharge document type

At the request of the Royal College of Emergency Medicine the following will not appear in the April 2017 release as they are not referenced in the final draft of the Emergency Care Data Set

- Concepts mapped to Data Dictionary A&E Diagnosis Codes
- Emergency care assessment scale observables
- Emergency care assessment scale procedures
- Emergency care assessment scales

The SNOMED CT UK Drug Extension release has recently increased the subsets published in the release as follows:
• The Quality and Outcomes Framework subsets have been updated in line with the 2016-2017 business rules.
• Subset Allergy Archetypes Drug Groups is now published to support the recording of allergies. The subset is jointly owned by the JGPITC and GPSoC organisations. The GPSoC will be producing suitable implementation guidance on the usage of this subset at some point in the future.
• Subsets of the dm+d Ingredients and dm+d Dose Forms concepts are now published.
• Subsets to support the Enhanced Services, Vaccinations and Immunisation and Core Contract Components are now published